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Global Corporate Finance, 2nd edition written by a
son-father team introduces students and
practitioners to those principles essential to the
understanding of global financial problems and the
policies that global business managers contend with.
The objective of this book is to equip current and
future business leaders with the tools they need to
interpret the issues, to make sound global financial
decisions, and to manage the wide variety of risks
that modern businesses face in a competitive global
environment. In line with its objective, the book
stresses practical applications in a concise and
straightforward manner, without a complex treatment
of theoretical concepts. Instructors who want
students to possess practical, job-oriented skills in
international finance will find this unique text ideal for
their needs. Suitable for both undergraduate- and
graduate-level courses in international finances, this
book is clearly the "go-to" book on one most
important aspect of corporate finance. The revised,
2nd edition offers updates to the chapters, answers
to some end-of-chapter problems, and a number of
practical case-studies. It also comes with a complete
set of online ancillary materials, including an
Instructor's Manual, a test bank of 500 multiplePage 1/22
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choice questions, two sets of PowerPoint lecture
slides, and separate, detailed lecture notes. The
ancillary materials are available upon request for
instructors who adopt this book as a course text.
This book highlights the evolution of the thinking on
the multinational subsidiary over a quarter of a
century, from the early concerns about the 'branch
plant syndrome' to very current topics relating to the
Multinational Enterprise as a differentiated corporate
network and its role in innovation and
entrepreneurship. It summarises and evaluates the
state of the art in research on the multinational
subsidiary, with particular reference to managerial
and economic development dimensions. The volume
presents the articles of Neil Hood (written in
conjunction with other leading scholars, particularly
Julian Birkinshaw and Stephen Young), along with
new contributions. The book will be of major interest
to students, researchers and policy makers.
This research volume in honour of the late Daniel
Van Den Bulcke, one of the founding fathers of the
European Business Academy (EIBA) and a core
institution builder of the Academy of International
Business (AIB), focuses on conceptual innovations
in assessing the impact of institutions on
multinational enterprise (MNE) strategies.
Renowned for its authoritative, comprehensive
coverage of contemporary international finance,
Multinational Business Finance trains the leaders of
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tomorrow’s multinational enterprises to recognize
and capitalize on the unique characteristics of global
markets. Because the job of a manager is to make
financial decisions that increase a firm’s value, the
authors have embedded real-world mini-cases
throughout to apply chapter concepts to the types of
situations managers of multinational firms face. The
15th Edition attempts to capture the rapid evolution
of our global marketplace, taking a closer look at the
types of organizations that permeate the widespread
arena, competition, and opportunities in emerging
markets, and how financial leadership can integrate
the strategic and financial challenges that global
businesses face today.
Inhaltsangabe:Abstract: The word marketing is
always appearing in most articles and books dealing
with selling, the word has been watered down and in
many cases lost its true value and sense. Most
people mistakenly identify marketing with selling and
promotion - but selling is only the tip of the marketing
iceberg. It is simply one of several marketing
functions, and often not the most important one. If
the marketer does a good job of identifying
consumer needs, developing appropriate products,
and pricing, distributing, and promoting them
effectively, these goods will sell very easily.
Companies have to search for buyers, identify their
needs, design appropriate products, promote them,
store and transport them, negotiate, and so on. Such
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activities as product development, search,
communication, distribution, pricing, and service
constitute core marketing activities. We have defined
the core marketing activities; supporting the sales
force in their pursuit of revenues and profit. The
marketing department have to focus multiple tasks
ranging from product development to pricing. Often
the marketing department is so intertwined in the
sales processes that the marketing and sales
division is one division, in order to maintain the
direction required in order to achieve the objectives
set up by the management. In the first part of this
case we will look at the general term; strategic
marketing and set up fictitious examples of how a
company in the automotive industry would deal with
strategic marketing and look at the tools available to
the marketing department and how they are
implemented. Being a multinational company like
BMW you need a strategy for virtually prior to make
a decision and this applies to marketing as well. The
company has the past two decades developed from
an international company to a global player, where
the set of standards are different and the
requirement for setting up a marketing strategy has
changed. We have decided in this case to analyze
the decisions behind launching certain products;
such as the roadster; the Z Series and the X Series,
which meant that BMW for the first time in its history
ventured into new segments normally being
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dominated by other manufactures. The decision to
leave the traditional segment where BMW had for
years been successful and diversify the product line
will be analysed and in the introduction we will try to
cast a light on the tools and means behind such
decisions. In the middle of the [...]
For the first time, here is the complete history of the
International Finance Corporation (IFC). In the fifty
years since the end of World War II, the world of
development finance has grown rapidly. One of the
many financial institutions which cropped up to help
war-torn countries with their reconstruction was the
IFC. International Business Expansion Into LessDeveloped Countries examines the success of the
IFC in its wide variety of public sector development
activities. Covering thirty-five years of IFC
operations, the book thoroughly evaluates the
formulation of the concept of the IFC and its
evolution as a viable global development finance
agency. It is the most complete and up-to-date
treatment available of the IFC. The administration
and operational procedures are described in detail
as are case examples of financial development in all
regions. Problems encountered by the IFC and new
and future activities of the IFC are discussed.
Scholars of economic development and international
finance will find the unusual way in which the IFC
was established and the case examples presented a
highly valuable reference, as will students of
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international studies and organizations.
Finance is a notoriously difficult core subject for
business undergraduates, which many find difficult to
understand. The area has been dominated by large
and complex introductory texts - often from the US which many lecturers find too detailed and unwieldy.
This carefully developed and researched text will fill
this gap by providing a succinct, modular, UKfocused introduction to the subject of financial
management. Quality controlled by an academic
review panel, the content and approach has been
rigorously developed to answer the needs of nonfinance students. The user-friendly features and
design will be of great appeal to the many
undergraduates who find finance a difficult subject.
Examples, models, formulas, and exercises are
lucidly and clearly presented, supported by strong
pedagogical features - learning objectives, worked
examples, key learning points, further reading,
practical assignments, references, case studies and
teacher's guide. This ensures that Financial
Management will prove the most accessible text for
business and finance students.
Inhaltsangabe:Abstract: This case study deals with an
important financial aspect of multinational companies,
i.e. their obligation of accounting. Until the year 2000,
BMW used to prepare its annual external audits under
German Commercial Code Standards (HGB). This
tradition ended in 2000, when BMW accounted under
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International Accounting Standards (IAS) for the first
time. 7 years before, Mercedes-Benz was the first
German automotive manufacturer adopting international
Standards in 1993. But in Mercedes case US-Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles (US-GAAP) were
chosen, because the objective was to become listed at
the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). At this time USGAAP were not accepted outside the North American
Free Trade Association (NAFTA), esp. not by the EU
Commission, but the US-Principles were applied in the
largest and most important stock market worldwide. On
the other hand, US organizations like the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) did not accept any other
accounting standards in these days. Accordingly,
Mercedes-Benz had to prepare two annual audits: one
under US-GAAP and the other under HGB. This
treatment, obviously, was highly inefficient, providing lots
of encumbrances to US-capital-seeking European
companies: accounting and auditing took too much time,
personnel resources and money. Another negative effect
was that many US companies hesitated with urgently
required investments in Europe. But nevertheless,
multinational groups seemed to have several advantages
by using international accounting standards, even if they
had to prepare more than one audit annually. Within the
1st part, this case study provides basic information
dealing with accounting standards, in particular reasons
and objectives, organizational patterns and the process
of IAS becoming international accepted by pointing out
their most important differences compared to US-GAAP
and German HGB Standards. The 2nd part deals with
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the reasons of changing BMW s accounting standards by
looking at the Group s key markets and the impact of IASadoption by examining their figures of non current
assets, inventories, other current assets, liabilities &
deferred incomes, provisions, equity as well as research
& development within a four years comparison. At last
the 3rd part gives an examination and summary of the
results of IAS-reception for BMW, the effects on the
stock market, changes of rating on the global market and
gives hints to future [...]
The Oxford Handbook of International Legal Theory
provides an accessible and authoritative guide to the
major thinkers, concepts, approaches, and debates that
have shaped contemporary international legal theory.
The Handbook features 48 original essays by leading
international scholars from a wide range of traditions,
nationalities, and perspectives, reflecting the richness
and diversity of this dynamic field. The collection
explores key questions and debates in international legal
theory, offers new intellectual histories for the discipline,
and provides fresh interpretations of significant historical
figures, texts, and theoretical approaches. It provides a
much-needed map of the field of international legal
theory, and a guide to the main themes and debates that
have driven theoretical work in international law. The
Handbook will be an indispensable reference work for
students, scholars, and practitioners seeking to gain an
overview of current theoretical debates about the nature,
function, foundations, and future role of international law.
Inhaltsangabe:Abstract: The story of the automobile
manufacturer production can not be told without the story
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of Henry Ford, who was one of the pioneers constructing
his first horseless carriage in 1896. He incorporated the
Ford Motor Company in 1903, proclaiming I will build a
car for the great multitude . As predicted he did so in
1908 offering a Model T for $ 950. This model heralds
the beginning of the motor age. The car evolved from a
former luxury item for the well-to-do to essential
transportation for the ordinary man. Ford also
revolutionized automobile manufacturing, in 1914 the
Ford plant used innovation production techniques and
was able to turn out a complete chassis every 95
minutes. That was a revolution in the automobile
manufacturing at the time, because the former
production time took about 730 minutes to turn out a
complete chassis! Ford achieved that fast production
time by using a constantly moving assembly line,
subdivision of labor, careful coordination of operations
and he began to pay nearly double the wages offered by
their competitors. His innovations made him an
international celebrity in the industrial revolution and he
was one of the first who thought about effective
organization to achieve a higher productivity. Ford s
methods that changed the automobile production were
perhaps not mainly the introduction of the assembly line,
his goal was also to constantly standardizing the use of
craftsmen. That firstly resulted in a high product variety
despite in fact that they had been made using the same
drawing. Secondly a lot of time was spent in fitting the
parts together. These facts influenced major loss in
productivity and under such circumstances a real massproduction was not possible. But by standardizing
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components and developing work routines was the first
scope for an assembly line approach. The target of our
case study is to present and analyze the changes in
companies organizations, applied to the example of
BMW. The opening part will summarize the history of the
working and organizing techniques in general. The
middle part will focus on the changes in production
organization in the automotive industry, followed by the
last part analyzing new strategies in Sales & Marketing
regarding the rebirth of MINI by the BMW Group.
Zusammenfassung: Die vorliegende englischsprachige
Projektarbeit behandelt das Thema effektive
Reorganisation in Produktion, Vertrieb und Marketing in
der Automobilindustrie am [...]
The 13th volume of the Academy of International
Business series reflects the complex challenges
managers face in today's global economy. A novel range
of issues brings together two important contemporary
themes in international business. The book includes
thoughts from prominent academics on new directions
for international business scholarship.
This book is one of the first to specifically address the
subsidiary development process - a phenomenon by
which multinational company subsidiaries enhance their
resources and capabilities. It shows how this process is
integral to multinational corporate evolution, which is
largely driven by changes in subsidiaries and their
development. It also illustrates how the recent trend
towards greater international dispersal of value-adding
activities has impacted on this process and on
multinational evolution as a whole.
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The eleventh edition of Multinational Financial
Management is a comprehensive survey of the essential
areas of the international financial market environment,
including foreign exchange and derivative markets, risk
management, and international capital markets and
portfolio investment. Designed for upper-level
undergraduate and masters-level courses in international
finance and management, this textbook offers readers a
conceptual framework for analyzing key financial
decisions of multinational firms. The authors both explain
and simplify multinational financial management by
illustrating how its basic principles share the same
foundation as domestic corporate finance. Assuming no
prior knowledge of international economics or finance,
this substantially revised new edition builds upon the
fundamental principles of domestic financial
management to examine the unique dimensions of
international finance. Readers are presented with a solid
theoretical knowledgebase for examining decision
problems, as well as practical analytical techniques that
clarify the often-ambiguous guidelines used by
international financial executives. All the traditional areas
of corporate finance are explored from the perspective of
a multinational corporation, focusing on elements rarely
encountered in domestic finance such as multiple
currencies, segmented capital markets, and political risks
of nationalization or expropriation.
Rapid improvements and constant advancements in
information technology have inevitably lead to significant
changes for businesses across the globe. As a result,
some of these large shifts have unfortunately ended in
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major financial crises. Technology and Financial Crisis:
Economical and Analytical Views investigates financial
crises from unique points of view. Not only does this
publication consider the broader economical implications
that a financial crisis can have on one business or on a
whole country, but it also thoroughly discusses the
smaller areas which are affected or contribute to the
downfall. This book is intended to be of use to the public
sector, researchers, practitioners, and educators who are
interested in the affects of a financial crises and possible
ways to reduce such large scale problems in the future.

This comprehensive up-to-date bibliography
provides a concise compilation of sources to all the
recent and relevant English language material
published before the end of 1982.
Useful for undergraduate and graduate students of
international business, this work features coverage
of the Asian financial crisis and the European Union.
Its treatment of such topics as foreign exchange,
international trade policy, and economic
development introduces students to techniques for
analyzing national economies.
In a globalized society, individuals in business,
government, and a variety of other fields must
frequently communicate and work with individuals of
different cultures and backgrounds. Effectively
bridging the culture gap is critical to success in such
scenarios. Cross-Cultural Interaction: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications explores
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contemporary research and historical perspectives
on intercultural competencies and transnational
organizations. This three-volume compilation will
present a compendium of knowledge on cultural
diversity and the impact this has on modern
interpersonal interactions. Within these pages, a
variety of researchers, scholars, professionals, and
leaders who interact regularly with the global society
will find useful insight and fresh perspectives on the
field of cross-cultural interaction.
This book, an updated and enlarged edition of
'International Finance: A Business Perspective',
equips corporate treasurers and finance managers
with the conceptual understanding of global financial
markets, instruments and products. It enables them
to analyze market opportunities and associated
financial risks, and also familiarizes them with the
available funding avenues.
This textbook introduces students to the fundamental
workings of business and finance in the global
economy. It brings clarity and focus to the
complexities of the field and demonstrates the key
linkages between the foreign exchange markets and
world money markets. Core topics examined include:
corporate aspects of international finance, with
special attention given to contractual and operational
hedging techniques the mechanics of the foreign
exchange markets the building blocks of
international finance the optimal portfolio in an
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international setting. Michael Connolly also provides
up-to-date statistics from across the globe, relevant
international case studies, problem sets and
solutions and links to an online PowerPoint
presentation. International Business Finance is an
engaging and stimulating text for students in
undergraduate and MBA courses in international
finance and a key resource for lecturers.
The Cossacks who wore German uniforms saw their
service not as treason to the motherland, but as an
episode in the revolution of 1917, part of an ongoing
struggle against Moscow and against Communism.
A Wehrmacht needing men and an SS hungry for
power reinterpreted or ignored Hitler's racist ideology
to form entire divisions of Cossack volunteers.
German offices developed relationships to "their"
Cossacks similar to those in the French and British
colonial armies. The Cossacks responded by fighting
effectively and reliably on the Russian Front and in
the Balkans. Their reward was forced repatriation
into Stalin's Gulag at the hands of the Western
powers in 1945.
Inhaltsangabe:Abstract: The target of this case study
is to present and analyse the drastic false
estimations made by BMW in planning and realising
the Rover transition as well as its consequences.
The worked out mistakes should be generalized in
order to give opportunities of their avoidance for
future M&A cases. After working out the M&A basics
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in the 1st chapter, the 2nd chapter deals with the
reasons of BMW Management to buy another
international manufacturer and gives a clue why the
choice fell just on Rover. It opens with an overview
of the economic development during the 6 years
time period of the Rover takeover. After this, the
economic and political environment is shown, also
the market situation in the automobile segment in the
year of the takeover, followed by the business
course and goals of BMW as well as their
alternatives. This chapter closes with the strategy
and enterprise philosophy of BMW and with a list of
the of the Rover Group s assets in 1994. In the 3rd
and 4th chapters of this case study the mistakes of
the BMW management attempting to integrate Rover
into the BMW portfolio are shown and analysed, as
well as its consequences for BMW and Rover. The
5th chapter will end with the conclusion, why the
Rover takeover went wrong. Zusammenfassung: Ziel
der Arbeit ist es, die strategischen Ziele, die
Tragweite und die möglichen Folgen von M&ATransaktionen in den Bereichen Finanzen
(Investitionen und operatives Geschäft),
Unternehmensführung- und Organisation sowie der
Unternehmenskultur anhand dieses
Unternehmenskaufes zu untersuchen. Dazu wurde
die Arbeit in 6 Teile untergliedert. Im 1. Teil werden
die allgemeinen M&A-Grundlagen beleuchtet,
insbesondere die Ziele, Erscheinungsformen,
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rechtlichen Rahmenbedingungen als auch die Vorund Nachteile von M&A-Transaktionen. Im 2. Teil
wird das Umfeld von BMW im Jahre 1994 analysiert,
die strategischen Gestaltungsmöglichkeiten
dargestellt und untersucht, warum gerade die
britische Rover Group der für BMW geeignete
Übernahmekandidat zu sein schien. Im 3. und 4. Teil
wird die Transaktion und ihre Folgephasen
untersucht und die Gründe für das Scheitern der
Übernahme herausgearbeitet. Die
Zusammenfassung und kritische Bewertung der dem
BMW Vorstand unterlaufenen Entscheidungsfehler
bei der Auswahl und Führung von Rover erfolgt im 5.
Teil. Die Arbeit schließt ab mit dem 6. Teil, in dem
die finanziellen Auswirkungen der Transaktion
kommentiert und anhand von 10 Säulen- [...]
This edition of the OECD Business and Finance Outlook
focuses on fragmentation: the inconsistent structures,
policies, rules, laws and industry practices that appear to
be blocking business efficiency and productivity growth.
Access Card Package Package consists of:
*0134472136 / 9780134472133 Fundamentals of
Multinational Finance*0134626575 / 9780134626574
MyLab Finance with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for
Fundamentals of Multinational Finance
Essentials of Corporate Finance offers a focused choice
for instructors teaching the fundamentals of value
creation by offering a balance of intuitive conceptual
understanding, problem solving and analysis, and
decision making skills. Students who understand the
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intuition underlying the basic concepts of finance are
better able to develop the critical judgments necessary to
apply financial tools in real decision-making situations.
Authors Bob Parrino, Tom Bates, and David Kidwell
present a concise treatment of foundational topics while
maintaining the same effective Learning by Doing
pedagogy found in the successful Fundamentals edition.
With WileyPLUS, students come to class prepared after
working through OrionÕs adaptive learning module,
develop problem solving skills with instant feedback on
their work, and are guided through examples with
Animated Learning by Doing.
Managers in developing countries, whether operating in
the private or public sectors, are constantly aware of the
problems of underdevelopment. Effective management
of international business activities in developing
countries can improve the competitiveness and
development prospects of these countries and, in turn,
the companies operating within them. But to do so,
managers need a developing country perspective on
international trade agreements, international finance,
foreign exchange, and national financial management.
These topics, as well as practical chapters on the
management of export production, financing exports,
government export programs, and international
investment make this very valuable reading for
executives and those interested in international
business.
Building on the impressive first edition, this revised and
updated book examines a wide range of highly topical
issues. Dr Panic questions whether economic prosperity,
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social wellbeing and peace are sustainable given
existing national attitudes, institutions and policies, and
explores the changes needed to prevent another global
economic collapse.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance, 3rd Edition by
Robert Parrino, David Kidwell, and Thomas Bates
develops the fundamental concepts underlying corporate
finance in an intuitive manner while maintaining a strong
emphasis on developing computational skills. The
authors believe that students who understand the
intuition underlying the basic concepts of finance are
better able to develop the critical judgments necessary to
apply financial tools in real decision-making situations.
The Third Edition offers a level of rigor that is appropriate
for both business and finance majors and presents the
content in a manner that all students find accessible and
engaging.
Conclusion: 13.
An in-depth treatment of the international financial arena
Multinational Finance, Fifth Edition assumes the
viewpoint of the financial manager of a multinational
corporation with investment or financial operations in
more than one country. This book provides a framework
for evaluating the many opportunities, costs, and risks of
multinational operations in a manner that allows readers
to see beyond the math and terminology surrounding this
field to realize the general principles of multinational
financial management. Logically organized and written in
a clear, non-technical style, this book includes
information on international finance topics such as
foreign exchange, currency and derivatives markets,
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currency risk (transaction, operating, and translation)
management, country risk, international taxation, capital
structure, cost of capital, and international portfolio
diversification. It also offers unique chapters on
multinational treasury management, the rationale for
hedging currency risks, options on real assets,
international corporate governance, asset pricing, and
portfolio management. Emphasizes the managerial
aspects of multinational finance with graphs, figures, and
the use of numerous real-world examples Expands on
the treatment of parity disequilibria to include exchange
rate expectations that differ from parity and a project's
operating exposure to currency risk Provides an
overview and comparison of the various derivative
instruments and their use in risk hedging Contains
valuable insights on valuation and management of a
multinational corporation's investments If you're looking
for the best way to gain a firm understanding of
multinational finance, look no further than the fifth edition
of this classic text.
With a challenging new approach to its subject matter,
this book addresses international business with
globalization as its underlying theme. By illustrating
globalization as a phenomenon that is fundamentally
altering corporate strategy, this book critiques the
complexities of globalization and its impact on
international business. By doing so, it is entirely unlike
other books on the subject. International Business
addresses subjects often neglected by other books, such
as MNEs, SMEs and the information economy, while
encouraging business students to develop a more
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international perspective and discard parochial
tendencies. With this lucid approach, International
Business provides students with an integrated overview
of the field that is both theoretical and highly practical.
Case-studies include: · aiding the globalization of SMEs:
the OECD's Bologna Charter · China and the WTO · the
pharmaceutical industry and the developing world ·
RUGMARK: social labelling in action · the Argentinian
financial crisis ·environmental profile of Matsushita
Electrical Industrial Company.
A practical and accessible guide that demystifies ForEx
risk for managers in all areas of business Virtually any
organisation active in the global economy is impacted by
fluctuations in foreign exchange (FX or ForEx) markets.
Managers need to understand this increasingly complex
issue and measure their firm’s exposure to risk.
Corporate Foreign Exchange Risk Management is an indepth yet accessible guide on effective ForEx exposure
management. Designed for professionals responsible for
managing a profit & loss or balance sheet influenced by
ForEx fluctuations, it enables risk managers to navigate
the interconnected worlds of financial management and
economics. This innovative guide integrates academic
discussion of the economics of risk management
decisions and pragmatic advice for various situations in
which performance measures affected by accounting
standards are paid considerable attention. Readers are
provided with the tools and knowledge required to handle
a broad range of issues related to ForEx risk
management. Clear, non-technical chapters demystify
concepts that often appear complicated and confusing to
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managers. Written by globally-recognised experts in
corporate finance, risk management and international
business, this book: Employs a reader-friendly narrative
style to explain complex concepts Provides a clear,
actionable risk management strategy which can be used
in a variety of businesses Places all concepts in
relatable, real-world contexts Explains important
academic research to practitioners in plain English
Includes effective pedagogical tools and explanations,
straightforward examples and end-of-chapter summaries
which highlight key points Corporate Foreign Exchange
Risk Management is a must-read for any manager who
deals with corporate exposure to ForEx risk, as well as
analysts wishing to better understand the relation
between corporate performance and ForEx fluctuations
and students of corporate risk management.
The Ninth Edition of this market leader communicates
the complexities of international finance clearly and
authoritatively. Maintaining its hallmark managerial
focus, the new edition features a streamlined
presentation, expanded attention to emerging markets,
several new chapters, and four new decision cases with
an emerging-markets focus. *NEW! Chapter on
International Acquisitions and Valuation (Chapter 15).
*NEW! Chapter on Adjusting for Risk in Foreign
Investments (Chapter 16). *NEW! Expanded focus
throughout on issues and emerging markets. *NEW!
Four new decision cases explore central issues in
emerging markets. * NEW! Accompanying new
Casebook by Michael Moffett includes in-depth decision
cases keyed to the coverage in the Eiteman text. *NEW!
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New and expanded end-of-chapter questions, and new
Internet exercises. *Top-notch writing. The authors have
a knack for communicating the complexities of
international finance to today's students in a manner that
is clear and understandable
While Japan's export-oriented economy has been
advancing with astounding speed, significant differences
remain between the management philosophy and
techniques used within Japanese companies and those
used in the West. These include the significant
differences in the use of capital budgeting techniques,
economic and political assessment of projects, decisionmaking styles, and techniques of corporate governance.
Global Corporate Finance: A Focused Approach
introduces students to basic principles of international
corporate finance. The book stresses practical
applications in a user-friendly format. It is suitable for
both undergraduate and graduate level courses in
international finance, and can be used in any part of the
world as it does take a nationalistic viewpoint. This selfcontained book combines theory and applications.
Students will be exposed to key tools and techniques of
global corporate finance without a complex treatment of
theoretical financial concepts. A test bank and
powerpoint slides are available upon request for all
instructors who adopt this book as a course text. Please
send your request to sales@wspc.com.
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